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2009 IT Challenges

2008 was a challenging year for IT organizations. 2009 is likely to be even more difficult.

Most IT organizations have already taken steps to reduce IT spending in 2009. With the 

likelihood that additional business and IT cost reductions will be necessary, IT leaders 

are asking themselves the following questions:

� Have we done enough?

� Are we going to be able to deliver the cost savings to which we already committed…

… and still keep everything running?

� Where are we going to find additional savings in 2009 and beyond if we need them?

- How much deeper will we need to cut?

- How big is the remaining opportunity?

- Are we going to be able to cut more costs without doing irreparable damage to our future?

- What risks are we taking?

� How are we going to be able to support the business with IT resources to participate 
in IT enabled business cost reduction initiatives?

� How can we retain our critical/high performing IT staff and keep them motivated?

� Is the leadership of the company on board with what we are doing and what they 
need to do?

� Are we going to be properly positioned to be able to take advantage of growth 
opportunities when the economy turns around?
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� Getting the business on board

- Business leaders that don’t understand the drivers of IT cost

- Lack of clearly defined responsibilities for achieving IT cost reduction > business management 

role 

� Cost reduction addressed via isolated /multiple efforts addressing the same set of costs

� IT cost reduction as a hobby

- Attempting to utilize part time internal resources who are already committed and overworked 

running day to day operations or leading critical projects 

� Lack of prioritization of program investments – trying to do everything

- “There is no such thing as a bad cost reduction idea”

� Lack of integrated, meaningful information about IT spending
- IT practitioners that don’t understand finance and accounting and the drivers of IT cost

…….. and it will be even more difficult in 2009.. and it will be even more difficult in 2009

� Management will need quick answers…and quick results

� Ability to make tough trade-offs now that the first round of reductions have been achieved

� Getting the resources (people and funding) to work on additional cost reduction activities

� Maintaining the morale of your organization

IT Cost Reduction has always been difficultIT Cost Reduction has always been difficult……....

IT Cost Reduction – Why is This So Difficult?
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The Realities of IT Cost Reduction

� Up to 2/3 of your cost reductions will come from headcount reductions
- Organizations risk destabilizing their current operations and impacting their ability to respond to 

future opportunities as they lose their most knowledgeable and effective resources

� Application Portfolio Rationalization – can you achieve bottom line savings in your 
desired timeframe?
- It is difficult to develop a positive Business Case for Application Portfolio Rationalization that 

pays back in less than two years and does not include business benefits

� Who really benefits from the recommendations that you get from suppliers?
- Do your homework on recommendations from hardware and software vendors and outsourcing 

and off shore service providers

� Although there is definitely the potential to eventually save money through 
outsourcing, costs can actually rise through the transition period
- Are you ready for possible reductions in service levels and flexibility?

� Server elimination yields more cost savings than server virtualization alone
- Server virtualization requires application resources to move and revalidate applications

- Do you have a program to repurpose servers?

� Even though it may not be technologically interesting, the best cost reduction strategy 
for many companies may be optimizing the performance of existing applications

� IT resources will need to be allocated to achieving the savings

Every organization’s approach to IT Cost Reduction will be unique. Depending on your 

situation, some “popular” cost reduction ideas will not be viable in your target timeframes
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IT Renaissance Perspectives on IT Cost Reduction 

� Lay the Ground Work: Clearly establish the objectives, target timeframes, 
measures of success, assumptions, constraints and accountability

� Understand the Economics of IT: define the sources and uses of IT spending in 
business terms

� Pursue Multiple Cost Reduction Strategies: Understand what Cost Reduction 
activities you have taken – and what additional strategies are available to you

� Manage the Lifecycle: Understand the life cycle for IT cost reduction ideas helps 
evaluate the probability of success of achieving the cost reduction targets

� IT Cost Reduction Levers: Every organization has different IT Cost Reduction 
“Levers” available to them based on the target timeframe for the cost reductions, 
their current IT Architecture and Capabilities and the organization’s ability to invest. 

� Establish Program Management/Governance: Execute IT cost reduction as a 
structured program using leading program management practices.

-An effective governance process is key to establishing accountability and decision rights 
for ensuring successful execution of the IT cost reduction programs and actually achieving 
the forecasted savings

Key Perspectives
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Lay the Ground Work for Cost Reduction Programs

� Get the business engaged from day one

� Define explicit goals and scope for the program

� Get agreement on expectations for the cost reduction targets 

- “Real Dollars” vs. Run Rate (Absolute cost reduction vs. reduction of projected 

spending) 

- Cash Flow vs. P/L

- Commitment of resources  (business and IT)

� Establish the time frames for achieving the cost reductions 

� Determine the funding model for the program – self funding vs. additional 

investments         

� Identify and get agreement on assumptions and key constraints 

� Establish clear ownership and accountability 

- Delivering Results

- Providing Resources

Before launching an IT cost reduction program companies must lay the ground work

Key Perspectives
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Understanding the Economics of IT: Sources 
and Uses 

Key Perspectives

• Applications
• Infrastructure
• Data
• Security

Internal & External Staff
• Applications
• Infrastructure
• Data
• Support

• ASP/SaaS
• Infrastructure/CoLo
• Archiving & DR

• Rent
• Energy 
• Facility Maint

Technology

People

Facilities

Managed Services

Other

Sources of IT Spend

• Management
• IT Finance
• IT HR
• Risk/Compliance
• Planning/Arch

New Development
• Applications
• Infrastructure

Maintenance
• Applications
• Infrastructure

• Servers
• Networks
• Storage
• Information Mgmt
• IT Customer Service
• Mobile Platforms 
(e.g., PDA, Cell, 
Specialized Devices

Production

Maint. & Enhance

Development

Indirect IT Services

Uses of IT Spend

$ $

• Travel
• Training
• One Time 
Services
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IT Cost Reduction Strategies

• Continuously improve IT architecture and capabilities to meet the needs of the  

business

� Improve quality, agility, innovation, value, competitive advantage and time to 

market  - as well as cost

Lean IT

• Take a programmatic approach to transforming the structural costs of delivering IT 

projects, products and services.

• Leverage Lean/Six Sigma principles to transform structural IT costs: 

� Simplify  > Automate > Relocate > Strategic Sourcing 

Structural Cost 
Transformation

• Stop, slow down or defer investment projects based on agreed upon criteria

• Eliminate non-critical maintenance and enhancement expenditures

• Reduce demand for IT Infrastructure resources (Network, Servers, Storage, etc.)

Demand

Management

• Establish cost reduction percentage targets by business unit or IT organization.

• Launch multiple IT cost reduction efforts, which may or may not be coordinated. 

• Reduce staff

Brute Force

• Eliminate travel, business meals and training

• Stop “non-essential” projects

• Freeze hiring

• Terminate consultants and contractors

Initial

There are multiple IT Cost Reduction Strategies that can be pursued…
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Key Perspectives
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Life Cycle of a Cost Reduction Idea
The probability of actually achieving cost reductions increases as an opportunity 
matures along this life cycle, which must be managed
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A proposed idea 

has been analyzed 

and the potential 

impact has been 

identified and 

validated by the 

responsible 

stakeholders

A Program Charter 

has been approved 

and the business 

case has been 

completed.

Project resources 

have been 

identified and 

committed.

The Programs has 

been completed and  

benefits have been 

realized.

Underway

The Program is 

underway but 

benefits have not 

yet been  realized

Identified Validated Defined No Benefits Benefits Monetized

The idea has 

been formally 

identified and the 

potential savings 

have been 

approximated

The Program is 

underway and 

benefits are 

being realized

Cost 
Reduction 
Opportunity

Find the Money Get It 

Key Perspectives
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IT Cost Reduction Levers

Key Perspectives

Less than 12 Months 12 to 24 Months Greater than 24 months

Time to Benefits
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Rationalize IT 

Investments

Eliminate Noncritical 

Enhancements

Rationalize 

Service Levels

Demand Management IT Architecture Transformation IT Capability Transformation
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Application Portfolio 

Rationalization

Data Center Consolidation

Additional ADM 

Offshoring

Consolidate Contract 

Resource Vendors

Testing Transformation

ADM Methodology and 

Tool Redesign Application Management 

Transformation

Telecommunications 

Redesign

Storage Consolidation

Server Consolidation

Software License 

Management

Data Warehouse 

Rationalization

Move to Commodity 

Hardware/Software

Illu
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Every organization has different IT Cost Reduction “levers” available to them based on the target timeframe 
for the cost reductions, their current IT architecture and capabilities, and the organization’s ability to invest. 
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Conclusions

� Establish clear objectives, goals, and timeframes for cost reduction

� Partner with the business from day one

- The business needs to understand and be involved in decisions that will affect them

� Assign your best people to this

- The team needs to include IT thought leaders as well as people who can understand 
and perform the required financial analysis

� Get commitment from a clearly defined executive sponsor

� Establish the required governance, including clear accountability and 
ownership for delivering the cost reduction savings

� Run the effort as a program that leverages Program Management best 
practices:

� Establish metrics and reporting mechanisms to validate that the forecasted 
benefits are being realized

� Be careful – if you cut IT spending too aggressively you may actually increase 
shadow IT spending

� Start to focus on improving the IT Capabilities that created the current 
unsatisfactory cost situation….or risk this becoming a perennial project

What is it going to take to really “Get the Money”?
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Appendix
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Getting The Business Engaged 

� Communicate with the Business in a language they understand and discuss 
things that they care about

� The CIO should have a meaningful dialogue with senior management about the 
business realities of IT Cost Reduction

- There are many things that IT can do to reduce IT spending without input from the 
business (server consolidation, technology vendor rationalization and renegotiation, etc.)

- However, there are certain costs that can only be reduced in partnership with the 
business (reducing application project investments, reducing service levels, etc.)

- IT staff to actually execute IT cost reduction projects will have to come from somewhere. 
Some of them will probably have to be reallocated from projects that the business has 
requested

� If the business is still not willing to actively participate, you have two choices:

- Only focus on the things that are not visible to the business. Unfortunately, this may not 
lead to sufficient savings to meet your cost reduction targets, particularly near term.

- Do the best you can figuring out what is “best” for the business and run the tentative 
decisions by them before you begin execution. 

Lay the Groundwork

IT is crucial that the business is actively involved in IT Cost Reduction decisions that will 
affect them.   Business engagement starts with effective and frank communications
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To receive additional materials on 

IT Cost Transformation,
contact ITPMG at:

by email:
information@itpmg.com

or phone:
+1 843.377.8228


